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angle thus allowing active and reactive power control.
Abstract- A doubly fed induction generator is under study for The voltage or the reactive power at the grid terminals
application with a wind turbine. The operation of the Doubly Fed which is dependent on stator flux is controlled by the reactive
Induction Generator (DFIG) under different disturbances power generated or absorbed by the rotor side converter.
namely, response to gradual increase or decrease in wind speeds, Hence the current controller operates in a stator-flux oriented
sudden change of wind speeds like wind gust and different fault
scenarios near and farther to the wind turbine are demonstrated reference frame. In this reference frame, the q-axis component
in this paper using the wind model developed by DIgSILENT® in of the rotor current directly influences the torque and hence is
their PowerFactory software. used for active power control. The d-axis component of the
Index Terms-Doubly Fed induction Generator (DFIG), wind rotor current directly influences the reactive power and hence
turbine, pitch control. can be used for reactive power control.
I. INTRODUCTION
rJHE analysis of the stability and unbalanced behavior of
the wind turbine need a complex and dynamic wind
turbine model. The model available in standard Wind-power
library of PowerFactory DIgSILENT® [1] is mainly intended
for stability analysis of large power systems. The response of
the model to network faults as well as wind speed fluctuations
is studied. This paper summarizes the challenges faced by a
wind turbine driven by a DFIG under typical disturbances.
The various controllers used for improving the performance of
the machine are investigated and results provided on dynamic
performance o the overall system.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The general operation a DFIG for wind turbine operation is Fig. 1 DFIG model
discussed in brief by S Muller [1]. and a detailed analysis of
the control system is discussed by R penna [2]. The DFIG The active power dispatch of the wind turbine is
model used in the DIgSILENT® is shown in Fig. 1. The prime p n . . i a
mover utilizes pitch angle controlled wind turbine where the powermaently omiedha i isp gachi by maxloo upofrwer versus echanical speed graphs or ximum power
shaft and gear box drives a doubly fed induction machine. The tracking (MPT) characteristics [1]. Alternatively, the
stator of the machine is connected to the grid. The rotor of the induction machine operates using a reverse control scheme
induction machine is fed by self-commutated pulse width where the mechanical speed is calculated by inverse MPT
modulated converters which controls the rotor voltage and characteristics.
The grid side controller uses a global reference frame
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III. NORMALOPERATION simulation results that the commanded results are achieved.
The power system with the wind energy conversion The possible disturbances commanded on a model like this are
system is initially simulated for typical transient analysis for faults and changes in wind speed.
the rated values of the machine without any disturbance. The 45 -
4-5009
set up of the machine along with load flow is shown in Fig. 2. 4.56 -4-
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Fig. 2 Load flow under normal operation
Typical quantities versus time are shown in Fig. 3. The
simulation is executed for 5 seconds. The wind speed (vw) is
assumed to be constant at 13.8 m/s the output rated power of
the wind turbine is 5 MW. The pitch angle remains constant
all throughout the simulation as there is no change in the wind
speed.
The simulation achieved its steady state approximately
after a second. The real power commanded is 4.5 MW,
reactive power is 0.2 MVar, the rotor side dc voltage
commanded is 132.25V (1.15 per unit) and the reactive power
commanded is -0.3 MVar. The machine is commanded to
operate at a slip of 800 and the rated rotor slip ring voltage is
1939V. The system is initialized for its rated speed (13.8 m/s)
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Fig. 3 Simulation results for normal operation
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The model is now simulated for various grid disturbances. -10 S 00000000000000000
They are mentioned under ri
I1. Single phase fault near and far from the wind machine 0.00 1CuS50Qg 5M 7.50 Is:] 10.00
(fault distance is measured by fault resistance)
2. Tree hasefaut ner an farfro thewindmachne.
Fig. 4 Simulation results for single line to ground fault near
A. Single phasefault near the system the wind generation set- I
In this simulation, a single line to ground fault is
simulated for 600ms. This fault causes a total voltage The fault is simulated for 10 seconds. Fig. 4 and Fig 5
depression due to under voltage. shows the simulation results. It can be observed that the
voltage of the dc bus is drastically increasing to nine time of
the nominal. Since this is undesirable, in cases where there is a
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The event occurred due to decrease in wind speed can be
simulated by using a different wind model as defined in [7].
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the response to different disturbances, it can be
concluded that during the grid side disturbances, the grid
voltage and the DC voltage undergoes large variations. During
the wind speed disturbances, the DC voltage undergoes large
fluctuations. Hence the DC voltage of the system should be
more stiff in order to make a wind turbine withstand
disturbances. The stiffness of the DC voltage can be achieved
by a storage device at the DC voltage terminals such as ultra
capacitors, or fly wheel energy storage devices. The
performance of these device along with the disturbances still
need to be investigated.
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